Alright, let’s enroll. I’m using this helper video to do it [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lzSZT_nFe4s](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lzSZT_nFe4s)

- Sign into mosaic.mcmaster.ca with your MACID and password
- Click on the student centre tab
- Go to the academic subsection and click on plan
- Browse the course catalog for the courses you need to add
• Click on M to get to MechEng faster, or whatever letter brings you to the courses you need.

• Check the boxes for the courses you need, e.g. ME753 advanced fluids and ME758 mandatory seminar course, then scroll down to the bottom of the page and add them to the planner.

NOTES

ALL NEW INCOMING STUDENTS MUST ADD SGS 101 AND SGS 201

ALL STUDENTS: If you are not taking an ACADEMIC course in a specific term you MUST add SGS 700 Research (SGS 701 if you’re a part time student). Click on the SGS tab, and add the required courses to your planner.
For many people, SGS 700 doesn’t show up here but for some people it does. If it doesn’t show up for you, the next step shows how you can find it. It’s likely that some tags are missing and it’s not showing up correctly?

MECH ENG: You must add ME758 for both terms, however we can only add it for the fall term right now but that will be fixed at some point. This does not count as an academic course so if you aren’t taking any other courses you still need to add SGS 700.
For each course you must click on the course title (blue hyperlink) to check the course details. Then click on view class sections and continue to add the course to your shopping cart. This ensure that you’ve registered for the course.
• Now go to your shopping cart and check each term to make sure you’ve committed all your courses
• If you weren’t able to find SGS 700 in the course catalog under the SGS tab, click on search under the “find classes” section in the shopping cart. Expand the additional search criteria and type in research for keyword.
• Click search and scroll down until you see SGS 700 Research. Then “select class”

• Make sure you do this for all terms where you’re not taking an academic course

• When all your courses are added to your shopping cart you can enrol, click on the enrol tab, make sure your classes are in the shopping cart and then proceed to step 2
• Confirm your classes by clicking on finish enrolling
Then you’ll be directed to a payment page.
• I entered an amount and clicked on continue but then cancelled out of the payment.

• When you click back on your student centre it says that you owe several thousands of dollars but it’s due in the future, not now. That amount is due on September 15th.

• There is no payment agreement but it seems that we will be able to fill out a voluntary payment plan form so that it can automatically be deducted through SGS as it was before. These forms are not available yet but we will let you know when they are!
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